
 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE        March 6th 2019 

(short PR)   

May it a bit more raw wood effect? 

From oil to furniture lacquer to parquet sealer - with new products Oli Lacke consistently brings the 

raw effect to wood. The "OLI-NATURA SCANDIC-OIL" follows the trend towards invisible surfaces. 

The water-based raw wood effect oil is inspired by the Scandinavian furnishing style and combines a 

natural look with surface protection. Those who prefer film-forming surface protection for staircase or 

furniture surfaces choose the 2c raw wood effect lacquer "OLI-AQUA NORDIC". The water-based 

spray lacquer does not accentuate the colour of the wood appearance and has an amazing gloss level 

of less than 5 gloss. When it comes to sealing wood floors with a raw wood effect, the 2c parquet 

sealer "OLI-AQUA AUTHENTIC" is the right choice. It is designed for professional roller application 

and offers the optimum protection of a two-component water-based varnish. More information are 

available in our product brochures with QR codes that show application videos after scanning. 

 

 

May it a bit more raw wood effect? 
With "SCANDIC", "NORDIC" and "AUTHENTIC" Oli Lacke consistently brings the raw wood 
effect to furniture, stairs and parquet. More information can be found in product brochures 
with QR codes that show application videos after scanning. 

 

From oil to furniture lacquer to parquet sealer - with "OLI-NATURA SCANDIC-OIL", "OLI-AQUA 

NORDIC" and "OLI-AQUA AUTHENTIC" Oli Lacke is focusing in 2019 on a rounded out raw wood 

effect package according to the motto "Everything from one source". This offer enables every 

carpenter and parquet layer to realise all customer needs in high quality. 

The "OLI-NATURA SCANDIC-OIL" follows the trend towards invisible surfaces. The water-based raw 

wood effect oil is inspired by the Scandinavian furnishing style and combines natural appearance with 

surface protection. The wood looks untreated and freshly sanded. The oil is rolled and is suitable for 

wooden floors, steps and furniture surfaces.   

Those who prefer a film-forming surface protection for stair or furniture surfaces choose the 2c raw 

wood effect lacquer "OLI-AQUA NORDIC 18.40". The water-based spray lacquer does not accentuate 



 

 

 

 

the colour of the wood and has an amazing gloss level of less than 5 gloss. The matt finish scatters 

the light, further enhancing the dull matt effect. 

When it comes to sealing wood floors with a raw wood effect, the 2c parquet sealer "OLI-AQUA 

AUTHENTIC" is the right choice. It is designed for professional roller application and offers the 

optimum protection of a two-component water-based varnish. With its natural appearance and likeable 

authenticity, the "AUTHENTIC" upstages all comparable parquet lacquers. 

 

Our new brochures give a quick overview of the raw wood effect range and offer a lot of product 

information. They also feature QR codes that show corresponding application videos after scanning 

with a smartphone or tablet. The videos can also be watched at http://www.oli-

lacke.de/en/service/media-downloads.  

 
 

ABOUT US: Oli Lacke GmbH is a future-oriented German company that develops, produces and sells ecological high-

quality lacquers, stains, oils and waxes for the professional sector. The core competences of our company are modern lacquers 

for the entire range of craftsman-made and semi-industrial wooden interiors. The OLI-NATURA Oils & Waxes Trademark was 

launched in 1997. Today, the NATURA section is producing a full range of natural oils and waxes for crafted woodwork as well 

as for the industrial sector. With these strong brands for surface protection, Oli offers a full range of products for the professional 

trade, craftsen and the industrial sector 

CONTACT: Oli Lacke GmbH | Bahnhofstraße 22 | 09244 Lichtenau, Germany | Fon: 49 (0) 37208 / 84-0 I Fax: 49 (0) 37208 

/ 84-382 | E-Mail: info@oli-lacke.de I web: www.oli-lacke.de 
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Pictures: 

 
Title: May it a bit more raw wood effect? 

 

Title: Whether furniture, stairs or parquet – for every application there is an ultra-matt oil or varnish 
which does not accentuate the colour of the wood. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

Title: Our three products create a matt look and an amazing gloss level of less than 5 gloss. 
 

 

Title: Our product brochures with QR codes show our application videos after scanning. 
 


